
CaringCent Campaign: Spring  

 

Be sure to include the direct link to your ORG’s CaringCent page with each post. 

(Tip: For Twitter posts, try Bitly URL shortener to shorten the link to your CaringCent page.) 

 

Facebook 

 

Spring brings new beginnings.  Start something new by registering with CaringCent to roundup 

debit/credit card purchases, and the difference automatically goes to [ORG]. 

 

It’s spring!  We have a fresh approach to giving that supports [ORG] and gives you an 

affordable way to donate.  Register with CaringCent to roundup debit/credit card purchases and 

the difference automatically supports [ORG]. 

 

Looking for a way to help us grow in 2017? Start rounding up for [ORG] and see how your spare 

change makes a big difference. 

 

Spring means change (and not just the seasons).  For [ORG], change adds up when you 

register with CaringCent to roundup of credit/debit card purchases and donate the difference to 

[ORG].   

 

Just like the flowers that are starting to bloom, you can make our good work grow!  When you 

register a credit or debit card with CaringCent, your purchases (in store and online) are 

automatically rounded up with the difference going to [ORG].   

 

Twitter 

 

Spring = change. Change = good. Your spare change means good things for [ORG]. Register 

with @CaringCent to roundup & donate! 

 

(Use flower emoji!) Flowers are starting to grow. Help [ORG] grow by rounding up purchases & 

donating the difference. Register with @CaringCent 

 

Spring means all things new. Join us in a new way to support [ORG] with @CaringCent. Easy, 

affordable and impactful giving 

 

Spring makes us think of change. DYK a little spare change every month helps us grow? Here’s 

how it works with @CaringCent 

 

Springtime: change is in the air (& helping [ORG])! Register with @CaringCent to donate spare 

change - here’s how 

 

There’s a spring in our step because @CaringCent helps us fundraise! Learn how roundups 

benefit [ORG]. 

https://bitly.com/

